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There’s been a breach in global stabilizer technology.  Now you can blow away the competition
with Doinker’s® new Quadra-Flex™ Modular System — the first and only modular multi-rod stabilizer
system that provides a higher degree of bow-shock suppression
— and control — previously unheard of in competitive shooting.

The exclusive Doinker Quadra-Flex Modular System features four 
carbon rods to cancel out low and high modulations.  Plus, the system 

employs Lexan® couplers for added strength and durability. It also utilizes
the “free floating” and, proprietary Doinker ITP, (interrupted transfer polymer) technology 
in its compression sleeves for exceptional sound dampening and shock absorption. 

The Doinker Quadra-Flex Modular System is precision engineered to interface with 
the special Quadra-Flex end-cap, individual stack weights, and the Doinker movable 
counterweight system.  This allows the shooter to pick the right weight — and move it — 

to best suit his or her individual shooting style.
So take it from the Pro’s — Championship accuracy starts with Doinker.  

See your local archery Pro Shop today — for the finest selection 
of Doinker products and shooting accessories.
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MODULAR SYSTEM
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Quadra-Flex™
Modular System
A.Doinker® Endcap
B.Individual Stack Weights
C.Moveable Counter Weight 
D.Quadra-Flex™ I-Bolt 
E.Quadra-Flex™ Doinker®
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Proudly Made 
In The U.S.A. 

Available in selected lengths and colors: 
25-inch, 30-inch, 35-inch and 40-inch 

Cobalt Blue, Ruby Red, Crystal Clear and Smoke.
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E d i t o r i a l
We Just Can’t Help It . . .
It’s our magazine and we can brag if we want to, right?

We’re just so proud of our home-town kids, The Gold Team of Nevada
County, featured on page 11. It’s not just that they’ve been shooting so well,
it’s that they’re such great kids. And they started in our JOAD (Junior
Olympic Archery Development) program. Claudia remembers teaching
most of them their very first arrow. 

This is what it’s all about; helping others meet their goals, archery or oth-
erwise. That’s why we support our JOAD program, and that’s why we pub-
lish Archery Focus. We hope you’ll find this issue helpful in accomplishing
your goals, even if the goal is simply to take some fun time for yourself and
fling a few arrows.

Let us know how it’s going, and let us know what you need. Who knows,
someday we may be bragging about you!

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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It may not have been windy, but it sure was cold.
This November morning was getting underway,
whitetails filtering through the woods back toward
their bedding area after an all night feeding binge.
It was one of those days when you are sure glad you
climbed from the bed and saddled up. Everything
was just right. Now all I needed was a buck to stroll
into shooting range. That would be the icing on the
cake.

Within the hour my wish was granted. A heavy
beamed buck came in on a limb, surprising me
from behind. It was panic mode in its truest form.
I anchored my compound in a self-induced haste,
but landed at a comfortable feel within seconds. My
bow, a well-balanced Hoyt compound, burped a
muted thump, sending a scary sharp broadhead on
its way. The shot felt like a good neck rub, relaxed
and right on the money. Once again, a balanced
hunting bow proved to be a
necessity for comfortable accu-
racy.

Checking Your Bow’s
Balance
Balancing your hunting bow
gets lost in the shuffle a lot
of the time, mainly because
it is never really harped on as
an important part of the
tuning process. But don’t kid
yourself; it should be. If
you’ve never really made it a
point to experiment with
the balance (upright feel) of
your hunting bow, you can’t
imagine how you can
change things even just a lit-
tle to increase your shooting
comfort and broadhead
accuracy.

Checking your hunting bow’s balance is fair-
ly simple. I see a lot of hunting bows that are
front heavy. By this I mean if you hold it upright
in your hand with your shooting arm extended
and look down the sight plane, the top limb falls
away and the bottom limb rises toward you like
the jaws of death. The common cause for this
mishap is a stabilizer that is too heavy. 

I’ve been a victim of this problem myself.
Shooting with a stabilizer that was overly heavy
several years ago, I always found myself shooting
consistently low, even though I could hold my
bow rock-steady. It took a ton of energy to bring
the sight pin up, and it always wanted to rest on
the bottom of the dot. I changed to a stabilizer
half the weight and my arrows grouped much
more consistently. 

You must find a comfortable grip if you
expect your bow to sit cor-
rectly upright and react
properly during the shot.
You should not have to fight
to keep the bow sitting level.
Your bow should hang
plumb in your hand without
tensing your bow hand at all
to keep it at a natural
upright feel. I always strive
for a non-torquing grip,
loose enough that the bow
jumps forward after the
shot. It’s best to have an
experienced friend stand and
watch your bow as you draw
and shoot. This person can
give you a “play-by-play” on
exactly what’s going on as
your bowstring is released.

Bow-attached quivers
can cause balancing prob-B
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Jason Butler

Hunting Bow Balance
Make sure that your bow sits level in your hand 
for maximum accuracy afield.

From the ground to an elevated platform, a bal-
anced hunting bow is always more accurate than
an unbalanced one.
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lems at first. The added weight and
lopsided feel can be depressing and
is the reason many bowhunters opt
to take their quiver off of their bow
when hunting. You must get used to
the extra weight or counteract any
balancing problems that a quiver
brings with an offset stabilizer
attaching bracket. For ultimate
accuracy, however, leave your quiver
off. If you plan to keep it on at all
times, paper tune and sight in your
bow with it fastened and full of
arrows.

Altering Your Bow’s Balance
If your bow is front heavy, look at
your stabilizer and your bow sight.
A bow sight, especially a moving pin
with a long extension rod, can add
unwanted front weight. Another
option is a counter weight that pro-
trudes from the back bottom half of the riser in a thread-
ed hole (available on most new risers on the market).
Tournament archers use V-bars here to get an extremely
balanced bow, but these don’t work for hunting. If you
choose to try a back weight, get one that screws in
straight but sticks out only a few inches. Counter weights
can be ordered out of most mail order catalogs, offsetting
any careless weight, giving it more of a wanted feeling.

A bow that tips backward upon release can be cor-
rected easily by using a heavier stabilizer. If you don’t
shoot with a bow-attached quiver, you should see very
little side to side movement. I’ve seen hunters shooting

their bows with quivers left on and
watched as they experienced accura-
cy-hindering side movement during
the shot, not quite adjusting well to
the side weight. By practicing in
earnest, they ended up stacking
arrows right on top of one another. 

The Feel of a Well-Balanced Bow
A well-balanced bow is significantly
important to hunters who want not
only a comfortable shooting bow
but a deliberately accurate one as
well. A balanced bow is a must. Just
the other day, shooting at a local 3-
D tournament, I saw a guy flinging
arrows beside me warming up with
a snazzy looking bow; when he
would release his bow jumped for-
ward like an adrenaline-lined frog.
Curious, I asked how his nice look-
ing bow shot. In a deep, gravel-type

voice he said something along the lines of, “completely
wretched.” We adjusted his grip a bit, switched stabiliz-
ers, and presto, he began shooting better within 20 min-
utes. That’s sweet.

This guy had just taken his bow add-ons off of his
previous bow and expected them to work like magic on
his new, balancing just the same. His new bow was two
inches shorter axle-to-axle and a pound lighter than his
old one. You don’t just shoot a bow with top-end acces-
sories and expect them to match various bows, especially
bows from different manufacturers. You must get picky.
You can “get by” with just any gear, but only the well
thought out and harped upon hunting bow will reign
supreme. Balancing your hunting bow may take some
doing on your part, trying different accessories and being
patient. But trust me, take time to examine your hunting
setup and enjoy top-end bow balance.

Practice shooting from all sorts of positions, not just the classic upright
stance. Ground blinds and brush hides often make good ambush locations
for deer and elk.

Side movements in your bow should be corrected
over the summer months. This shooter is experi-
encing some side movement as he releases the
string.

Jason Butler is a freelance
outdoor writer and photogra-
pher who lives in Richmond,
VA. As much as Jason likes
writing about the outdoors,
he’d rather be there.
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I enjoy training archery coaches and one of the parts
I like best is teaching archery crafts. String making
is fun, but the craft archers and coaches benefit from
the most is arrow building. Not only can you save
money over buying prebuilt arrows, but the vast
majority of tuning is really arrow tuning. 

So, what are the first steps? The shafts, nocks,
points, vanes, and adhesives must be purchased.
Then the arrow shafts need to be cut to length.
This is easily arranged for in that the Pro Shop
which sells you the shafts will generally cut them
to length for a small charge. Shafts have to be
cleaned inside and out to ensure that the adhe-
sives are sticking to the shaft and not just dirt, so
a trip to the hardware store to get a pint of ace-
tone or methyl ethyl ketone handles that chore.
Press-in nocks are easily fitted; glue-on nocks
only require a dab of glue and a little practice.
Points need to be inserted with epoxy or hot-melt
glue. The only equipment needed (if you choose
hot-melt adhesive) is a propane torch,
often found out in the garage or, failing
that, another trip to the hardware store.

So far, this is not too expensive and
the skills are generally easily acquired.
The whole project founders, though,
when it comes to fletching—you need a
jig. In one of the photos you can see my
trusty old Bitzenberger fletching jig in
the background. I consider it the Rolls
Royce of fletching jigs. You can adjust
any of its settings with great precision
and, because I have both straight and
helical clamps, there isn’t anything I can’t
do. With all that adjustability, though,
comes a commensurate price tag. A new
Bitzenberger with two clamps is going to
cost around US$100. And you can only
do one arrow at a time. This is not a dis-
advantage if you are a competing archer

as you want all of your arrows made on the same
jig, so that all of the inconsistencies will be, well,
consistent. But, when I want to make up arrows
for our JOAD program I get out our JoJan
Multifletcher. Actually, we have two, so we can
fletch a dozen arrows at the same time (six in
each). But, again, a JoJan Multifletcher is going to
set you back a fair amount of money.

So, arrow making seems like a good idea
until you hit the pricey fletching jig needed to do
a good job. I have lent jigs to people to get them
started, but they are hesitant to make adjust-
ments to my settings and I don’t have that many
jigs to lend. And, to teach a class fletching I use
three Bitzengergers and the JoJans.

Recently I was browsing a copy of the
Western Bowhunter magazine and I saw an ad for
the Arizona Archery Enterprises, Inc. Fletch III
fletching jig and I had to get one because I sus-
pected it might be the answer to getting archers
and coaches over the cost hump in fletching their

Steve Ruis
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AAE Fletch III
Teaching Archery Crafts . . . with the 



own arrows. I got one, tried it and handed it around to
the participants in a combined Level 1 and Level 2
NADA coach training course. If memory serves me,
every one of the 13 coach trainees wrote down the name
and/or contact information on the Fletch III. Let me tell
you why.

The AAE Fletch II Fletching Jig
The Fletch III consists of just four pieces but, together,
they constitute an impressive piece of engineering.  You
can see from the photo that it breaks down because it is
intended to be very portable. The four pieces weigh just
4.1 oz (115 g), so hunters can afford the weight to pack
it along on those long trips.  The pieces separate not just
for portability, though. Look at the close-up of the busi-
ness end of the frame (sensibly called the X-stand). The
“X” has a small vee for smaller diameter arrows and a big
vee for larger diameter arrows. (Clever, no?) So you pick
the orientation based on the size of arrows you are fletch-
ing, then slide the receiver body on the other end. The
white nock indexing cup fits inside the grey receiver body
and has a lug on its outside that fits into one of three
grooves in the receiver body. Voila, automatic three
fletch. The vane clamp has posts on it that fit into the X-
stand which gives an automatic 2° offset to the vanes or
feathers. The clamp is a snug fit so the posts hold it in
place quite accurately.

And, here’s the kicker—you’ll probably get change
back from a US$20 bill (even with sales tax!) when you
buy a Fletch III !

If this sounds too good to be true, it isn’t. Granted,
the Fletch III has limitations. The clamp is straight, so no
helical fletching. The offset is fixed. And, if you have
long shafts with heavy points, the jig can tip over if you
don’t prop up the point end or take the points out first.
But, considering the quality engineering, the portability,
and the especially nice price tag, I think they are going to

sell a lot of these. I am recommending them to all the
folks I teach archery crafts to; you can’t go wrong.

Steve Ruis is Editor of This Magazine.
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Something out There for Me
My name is Alex White, I’m fifteen years old and
I attend Somerset High School. Just two years
ago, I discovered the Archery in the Schools
Program that I now participate in. 

I had a dream of becoming a pro for my
favorite hockey team the New Jersey Devils. I was
seen by a cardiologist and they advised my mom
that what I had was not just a heart murmur, but
that I had an aortic valve abnormality, with mild
blockage. They informed her that the problem
would begin to worsen and I would eventually
have restrictions, especially where sports are con-
cerned. So I started shooting and went to one of
the tournaments and found out that I was pretty
good at it thanks to all of my coaches. 

This year, my cardiologist told me that I
couldn’t lift weights anymore, and that I should-

n’t play soccer, and so I had to stop pretty much
everything that I planned on doing. Archery will
always pull through for me because when I am
about thirty, I will need to have open-heart
surgery to correct my disability. At first I thought
that my life was over, not in death, but in sports,
but archery is something that I can continue to
do even after I have the surgery. 

I am glad that I got interested in the archery
program because this way I can still do some-
thing that I love. Had I not gotten interested in
it, I would have absolutely nothing. So I just
want to sincerely thank all of the people and sup-
porters that help make this dream live. Archery
is something out there for me.

Sincerely,
Alex White

This Is What It’s All About!
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Five archery programs: an NASP chapter, a school district, an Air Force Base, a girl scout program , and
a JOAD club.

Is it worth the effort? 
Let’s see what they have to say.

Alex White
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Barebow in Marysville?
In only its second season of offering archery, the Marysville Joint Unified School District in California held the first
Gray Avenue Invitational Barebow Archery Tournament. Three schools competed: Gray Avenue, Marysville High,
and Yuba/Feather River. 

Continued on the Next Page
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The weather was rotten, windy and cold. It
was so windy you could aim at the black part
of the target and hit the bull’s eye. Our team
figured that out first.

Scott Sutherland

I was fine during the whole competition., I
wasn’t nervous at all. I didn’t have too much
confidence in myself. So I did okay for once.

Keturah Williams

The wind was cold
The instructors were old
I did quite bad, and went home sad
Because I didn’t win the gold

David Compton



Girl Archer Scouts
Ah, the Joys of training archery coaches. You, too, can get
certified as a training. Check out NADA, The National
Alliance for the Development of Archery at www.discov-
erarchery.org.

Or, if you want to set up an archery program from
scratch, like the US Air Force, ask NADA to send in a
training team, equipment, and voila, instant archery pro-
gram!

I have been interested in archery for over 20 years. I
started in my backyard with an old Bear recurve and
went on to take an archery class in college. I have worked
for the Girl Scouts Tierra del Oro in Sacramento,
California, for seven years. When my Girl Scout Council
had a need for an archery instructor, I decided, “Hey, I
can do that!” I received my NADA Level I archery train-
ing in the summer of 2000. When the Council needed
someone to teach the Level I class, I signed up. I received
my NADA Level II archery training in the summer of
2004. The class was wonderful. I walked away from the
class with a whole new perspective on the sport. I knew
that teaching adults how to coach youth in archery was
going to be a lot of fun. 

In October, I taught my first Level I class. Nine
enthusiastic adults showed up bright and early on a
sunny crisp day. I was nervous and excited. Would I be
able to teach them well enough to pass the test at the end
of the day? Would I get questions that I would not be
able to answer? I dug in and got started. An hour into the
class, my worries vanished. I realized that the students

were there to learn. It was fun. They asked questions and
I answered them. “Hey, I can do this!” At the end of the
day, I passed out the test and waited. When the first test
was turned in, I got comfortable on the grass and started
to score the test. The student only missed a few. As the
rest of the tests rolled in and I continued to score them,
a sense of pride grew within me. I taught them and they
learned. These nine people would now go out in the
world and teach children archery. I have helped more
children get involved in the sport I love. How cool is
that? 

Natalia Bedes Correnti
Membership Director
Girl Scouts Tierra del Oro
Sacramento, CA

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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My Level 2 NADA class. What fun!

Travis AFB Kids Sky High on Archery!
Travis Air Force Base (California) asked NADA (the National Alliance for
the Development of Archery) to set up an archery program for their Youth
Center.

Instant archery program. Just add
coach. Available from NADA.
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Team Strikes Gold!
The Nevada County Sportsmen’s club in Nevada City, California started a JOAD program a few years ago. Before
they knew it, they had a group of kids who wanted to compete. In just two years coaches Charley Washburn and
Steve Ross have led The Gold Team of Nevada County to amazing achievements:

Trelaina Borges 6 State & 3 National Championships, 12 State & 1 National Records
Miles Ross 6 State Championships, 10 State Records

Colin Winter 3 State Championships, 2 State Records
Codey Borges 1 State Championship, 1 National Championship

Gemma Goepel 1 National Championship
Alden Harris JOAD Silver Olympian

Gabe Ross 1st Place Yeoman, Pacific Coast Championships

Trelaina Borges

I Can, I Will
Archery has taught me more than I am able to explain in the wonderful two
years I have been in this sport. It has given me self confidence, taught me
how to focus, relax and concentrate under pressure. When I shoot my wor-
ries seam to go away, they have to because if I have anything else on my
mind I will not shoot my best. Archery has become more than just a sport
for me; it is one of the best things to have ever happened to me. I have a lot
of goals with archery in the next few years. 

I didn’t come into this thinking I was ever going to be really good at it,
two years ago I had never even dreamt of being a national champion. Now
I have a goal to beat the Korean women in the Olympics and stand on the
very top of the podium with the Olympic gold medal around my neck. I
want to be a champion archer, not only a state and national champion; I
want to be a world champion, an Olympic champion. I am only fifteen
years old, but great things are coming my way at a fast pace. I have to give
up other things to have the time for archery and it is hard sometimes to pick
and choose when you want both. Archery has changed my life. Most of the
change has been good but along with the good came some bad too. Most of
my weekends are spent at archery competitions or practicing. It has taken
away from my other hobbies. If I really want to be a champion, archery is
going to have to take time away from other things I like to do. I have to
make the choice, though. It’s a part of growing up, I just need to get used
to it. Choices are a part of life. And I have grown to have a passion at want-
ing to be a champion archer.

Trelaina Borges

One Happy coach. Charley Washburn and The
Gold Team at the World Archery Festival.
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Nearly every archer realizes their improvement is
directly related to knowledge, equipment, training,
and practice. I would like to add another element
to success—hearing. “Hearing?” you ask. What does
hearing have to do with improved scores and reach-
ing goals? Hearing in this context is not one’s indi-
vidual auditory capability to “hear” the line judge’s
whistle or one’s ability to hear or feel the throaty
hum of a well-tuned bow as it is shot. More specif-
ically it is hearing as it relates to listening.

I’m going to assume, because you are reading
this magazine, that you desire to hear how to
improve your shot and increase your scores.
After all, target archery does involve a scoreable
target, bows, arrows and rules regarding their
use. 

We’ve all heard, or read, the rules for scoring
targets, and we repeatedly follow the procedures
successfully. We shoot the arrows into the target,
approach the target, don’t touch the arrows until
they’re scored, score the arrows, write the scores,
mark the arrow holes, withdraw the arrows from
the target butt and repeat the process. 

I’ve overstated the obvious in our ability to
listen to and then follow the rules of scoring.
Consider all of the physical and mental tasks
involved in recording your scores: fine motor
skills, gross motor skills, reasoning, and con-
scious and unconscious thoughts that direct us
towards success, all the while utilizing appropri-
ate social behaviors. Why, then, can’t we follow
the simple rules of shooting? 

You know the basic shooting “rules:” raise
your bow arm, maintain a relaxed arm and grip
while maintaining proper
alignment, push to the
target, draw the bow,
anchor, maintain constant
back tension while aim-
ing, release the arrow.
Simple concepts, probably
easier to comprehend than

those early childhood lessons in arithmetic now
used for scoring.

How many times have we heard the concept
of shooting explained? How many times have we
practiced the shot and watched people practice?
We’ve all been told, in various ways, how to aim,
draw, and release. We’ve read about appropriate
formulas for success, listened to experts, and
practiced, but are we truly hearing the direc-
tions? Why can’t we shoot our bows with the
same precision we experience when scoring? Is it
our listening skills? 

Do we listen to our coaches? Do we hear the
message behind the importance of blank bale
practice? Have you ever heard the merit in per-
fect practice to expect perfection? I have heard
back tension means back tension; does it? Why
can we hear it so clearly but struggle to perform
it? The whole concept of the perfect shot often
sounds like a mumbled Zen Koan wrapped in a
soundproof enigma testing our hearing.

Answers to these questions? I don’t possess the
answers. I do have a personal journey that is
composed of three main events melded over a
two year period. These separate, but connected,
experiences helped my lagging archery hearing
process and improved my tournament scores. 

First, I knew I needed to change what I was
doing to become a better student of “the shot.”
My first step was to purchase Lanny Bassham’s
book, With Winning in Mind. A friend suggest-
ed the book; I listened and bought the book.
The book revolutionized the way I hear myself.
Specifically Bassham’s teachings on positive affir-

mations, and his explana-
tions of the Triad State. If
you would like to hear
yourself better, buy, read,
and listen to Bassham’s
teachings. Hear me on
this!

Second, I knew my

“After a few hundred
arrows, M.J. Rogers, in
a slow, calm voice, sug-
gested I needed a more

“thoughtful shot.””
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shot needed work, so
a couple of years ago
I booked a flight to
the Olympic
Training Center in
Chula Vista, CA. I
set up a session with
coach M.J. Rogers
and spent three days
shooting, reviewing
high-speed video-
tape, and talking to
M.J. After a few
hundred arrows,
M.J. Rogers, in a
slow, calm voice, suggested I needed a more “thoughtful
shot.” M.J. told me to add time to my shot and aim. I
nodded “affirmative,” although I had no idea what he
was talking about, because I couldn’t conceptualize aim-
ing. I had always just looked down range at the target
and shot. So I was nodding my head yes, but not hear-
ing. Allow me to continue.

Third, while in Croatia at the World Field
Championships, I saw something that confirmed what I
already knew. Peter Mulligan, of Great Britain, was at the
practice butts, drawing his bow, aiming – but not releas-
ing. He would let his bow down, reach down to his
quiver and click another training episode on a small
metal counter. Again he would draw, aim, let down, and
tap the counter. Each click on the counter confirmed
another completed training sequence. Peter repeated this
process, oblivious to my watching/learning. Peter was
generating a more thoughtful shot, practicing his aiming,
recording positive success. He was doing what I had not
yet been willing to do. Peter went on to help his team
win gold at the 2004 World Field Championships. His
actions spoke volumes, although he hadn’t spoken a
word, and I was listening.

In July of last summer, a year after going to Chula
Vista to work with M.J., and a few weeks after shooting
in Croatia, I was practicing my shot in the driveway.
M.J.’s voice entered my conscious mind mid pre-draw. It
was slow, calm and melodic, as if he were standing
behind me, “. . . a more thoughtful shot.” I have no idea
why his voice reverberated though my thick skull when it
did, especially after a year’s time. I later thanked M.J. for
the mystical message.

Finally, I heard
the lesson. It was
time to hear the les-
son and listen. I
integrated Bassham’s
recommendation for
positive affirmations
with my conscious
choice to slow down
my shot and aim.
Then came the prac-
tice. The formula
for aiming was slow-
ly becoming demys-
tified via the vehicle

of listening to knowledge placed before me by example,
text, and mentoring. The time had come to work harder
to improve my shot.

Positive steps will change old behavior. My lovely
wife, Teresa, spent months in our driveway perched in a
comfortable chair while I stood performing shots for her
review. She offered positive feedback on “thoughtful
shots.” I practiced the Bassham mental management
method, carefully tuned my equipment, and aimed. This
year’s archery growth has exceeded my expectations,
allowing new shooting goals to come into reach.

This year’s personal growth took preparation and the
“unlearning” of thirty-five years of flinging arrows
instead of aiming. Recently, while shooting with a friend,
I recounted this tale of learning to aim. My friend
responded jovially, “Some of us listen better than others.”
“Better late than never,” was my response as I prepared
for my next practice shot. In my mind’s eye M.J.’s voice
echoed. My wife was closely watching for thoughtfulness,
and the inner voice developed by Bassham’s book fueled
my shot process. Peter’s lesson by example had not been
forgotten. 

Is the payoff of a few points added to a scorecard
worth the effort? Only an archer can appreciate the work
involved in developing “a more thoughtful shot”.“Only an archer can 

appreciate the work involved
in developing “a more 

thoughtful shot”.”
Ty Pelfrey is a middle
school teacher in Northern
California. He is a several
time National Barebow
Champion and an avid
hunter.
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You are having surgery; you will never be the same.
Your body is having things injected into it, things
are being cut out, shaved off, and Lord knows what
else they do while they are in there. It is an invasive
process that dramatically traumatizes your body
and leaves that permanent tattoo. While certainly
scary, surgery is also the only reason I was ever able
to pick up a bow again.

After suffering a severe crash in a bicycle race
that left my drawing shoulder next to useless,
doctors were unsure if I would ever be able to
shoot again. Upon hearing those words, it was as
if something clicked off in my head. Anyone
who has been severely injured can tell you of
feelings of hopelessness as many of their dreams
and aspirations just slipped away. It was not
until many months
later, after a very suc-
cessful surgery, that it
crept into my mind
that I would be able to
shoot again. As always,
the doctors had many
disclaimers about the
overall strength, mobil-
ity, or stability of my
shoulder; however, I
surpassed all of their
expectations and
regained near 100%
functionality in all aspects—aside from having a
chunk of my collar bone cut out.

In the end, my story is that of success. A
mere two months after having surgery, I won the
2004 U.S. Intercollegiate Archery
Championships and qualified to go to Spain for
the World Championships. It was through a lot
of smart decisions over the course of my injury
that any of that was even possible. The best thing

you can do if you are injured is to immediately
let any physician working on you, be it an EMT
or a surgeon, know who you are and what you
do. Tell them you were an elite archer and plan
on one day trying out for, and possibly making,
an Olympic team. Make sure they know a quick
fix is not what you are looking for and you hope
to have a full recovery. Lance Armstrong opted
not to use a type of chemotherapy that would
damage his lungs and take away any chance of
him racing in the future. Even though the
chemotherapy might have helped him get better
faster, he wanted to preserve as much of his pre-
vious life as was possible. Surgeons might work
just that much harder if they know the person
they are working on is someone special. Don’t
hide any details; you should be transparent to

your team of doctors.
Recovering from

surgery is a multi-mil-
lion dollar enterprise. It
is worth the money for
a month or two to seek
professional help unless
you are willing to deal
with the emotional
pain later in life from
not having given it
your all to get better.
With that said, any
physical therapist will

tell you the single most important thing to hav-
ing a fast, full recovery is your attitude. One of
the reasons I recovered so quickly from my
shoulder surgery (I was shooting within three
weeks), was that I really wanted to get better.
Nearly every time I was at a physical therapy ses-
sion, I would see what appeared to be strong,
healthy men who were, perhaps, construction
workers, or something of the sort, who had been
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jump right back into the

sport and be able to
compete at the level you
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T

completely debilitated by the
exact same surgery. Think about it
though, I had every reason in the
world to try to get better as quick-
ly as possible. They, on the other
hand, were  collecting unemployment or disability com-
pensation as long as they were declared “unfit to work”
by the physical therapist.

If you really want to get better, you will. Let the doctors
know how serious you are, what you do in your sport,
and that you might be able to push things along a little
faster because of your athlete status. It is a well known
fact that athletes recover faster than “average” people
because they have better attitudes, stronger and more
adaptive bodies, and are less impacted by everyday aches
and pains that slow normal people down.

There are even cases in which the injured came back
stronger and better than they were before. Perhaps the
new workout regime made a change in their habits and
in the end they were better workers. Curt Shilling had
shoulder surgery a couple of years ago and when he came
back to the majors his fastball had more pop, his curve
had better bite, and his arsenal became that much more
effective. Lance Armstrong is another example of this.
Just because you got hurt doesn’t mean it’s the end of the
world; it just might be the start of a better one.

The next stage to recovery is far more difficult than just
physical recovery. At first you need to realize you are a
different person and should not expect things to work
exactly the same way they used to. If you expect to just
jump right back into the sport and be able to compete at
the level you used to in just a number of months, you are
setting yourself up for failure, depression, and frustra-
tion. You need to remember the years of preparation and
the many thousands of arrows you shot in order to get to

the level you were at. While the process will happen
slightly faster the second time around, it definitely will
not be overnight. I know it is very frustrating, but
patience is your greatest ally. Take your time, do things
the right way, and just let it happen, just like you used to.

Unfortunately, this excuse only works for so long.
After seven or eight months of heavy practice at compe-

tition weight, you as the archer
should be demanding some serious
scores and performances. Yes, you
did have surgery, and yes, it dra-
matically changed your life, but at

some point in time you need to pony up/face the music;
it is not the surgery’s fault you are not performing as you
would like and you need to stop using it as a crutch. It is
pretty tough to take off running like you used to if you
are still dragging your proverbial surgery baggage behind
you.

To help get rid of this crutch, stop telling people
about your surgery. Why would you tell them if only to
have it implied it is still hindering your performance?
When people ask how you are holding up, tell them the
truth you know in your heart and are afraid to admit
even to yourself; tell them you are just fine. You don’t
want people to pity you; instead, you should try to be a
role model, maybe even a hero of sorts. The minute you
can cast off the “surgery crutch,” you will find your
expectations rising to their pre-surgery levels. Believe in
yourself and your abilities. It literally will be as though a
switch has been thrown inside your head allowing you to
perform like the champion you are. Remember, everyone
has excuses and no one else really cares to hear them. You
are still the champion you always were—just make sure
you still believe it.
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“Patience is your 
greatest ally.”

“The single most impor-
tant thing to having a

fast, full recovery is your
attitude.”

After a bicycle racing accident at Texas A&M University turned
his life upside down, Tyler Benner moved back to Pennsylvania
to recuperate from shoulder surgery. He is currently attending
Claremont McKenna College and majoring in aerospace engi-
neering. Tyler expected a full recovery and, as you can tell from this
article, he’s back! Tyler has his own web site at www.tylerben-
ner.com.



This article is written for adult beginners or coach-
es of such people who share with me the philosophy
outlined below. If your intention is, however, to go
to the top of our sport, seek contacts with top coach-
es as I cannot help you. 

Introduction
My philosophy is probably guided by the fact
that, in my student days, I was a competitive rifle
shooter practicing at least five times per week.
Now that I have completed my education and
secured a permanent position as a university pro-
fessor, I have neither the time nor the wish to
compete against any human. Instead, I looked
for a sport that could be practiced at home a cou-
ple of days a week and offered self-perfection and
meditation. Archery and fencing do conform to
such a definition, but for the latter you need a
partner. Moreover, the FITA Star system seems
to be an official encouragement to my ideas of
what the average adult beginners (ABs) should
do (do not be angry if yours are different, you
may still find the tables below interesting):
• For one month do some shooting, preferably at

the local club with borrowed equipment of low
poundage (but length 68˝) in order to see if
archery is the sport for you. If yes, then:

• Buy a second-hand bow, even with wood-glass
limbs and non-click sight; one you can com-
fortably pull back. Obtain some good quality
aluminium arrows. Let some local coach help
you with choosing the correct size among those
1714, 1812, etc., and with setting nocking
point and button spring tension.

• Practice for a year (or longer if needed) your
shot execution at short distance, up to 20
meters, at blank bale and also at rather large
target faces. Visit some local coach occasional-
ly; she/he can do a lot of good for you.

• When your precision factor (see next section)
is good enough for White target star or FITA
1000 star, buy competitive equipment, start
doing occasional cardio and fitness exercise,
practice competition distances, and use some
time before sleep for mental exercise. When
ready, go to all competitions until you get the
first star. Your goal on the field will be a 1000
score (500 at indoor round and 70m round,
750 at metric 900 round) not some specific
number on a final ranking list. Consider other
people on the line as your friends and wish for
them to perform as well as they possibly can.

• Now you have the first star and it is time to
retire entirely from competition for some time.
Go back to close distances and work on your
technique until your potential precision is
good enough for 1100 or Black target star.
When you are ready again, repeat previous
steps. 

A natural question at this point is how can
you tell, with large probability, by shooting at
15m with aluminium arrows, if you could shoot
1000 points at 30, 50, 70, 90m with carbon
ones. This is an elementary question of
Operations Research. The answer lies in tables
below.

Translating Scores
Before reading any further, you must understand
the limits of the tables given below. It is trivial
that an outdoor round in challenging weather
conditions severely changes everybody’s preci-
sion. Thus, you cannot always compare two
archers and their scores from different published
competition score sheets, unless you have been
personally present at both and know what the
conditions were. Moreover, the tables were com-
puted using the fact that your initial arrow veloc-
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ity remains the same at all times. Therefore, their value is
limited for people shooting recurve barebow or a bow
without a clicker. But even if you have a clicker, in order
for velocity to remain constant, you must reach (with a
lot, and perhaps even more than that, of practice) the
stage when your basic technique is rather sound and you
are not afraid of distance. This is not always true. I have
seen quite a few archers whose technique appears totally
different when shooting from 90m and from 30m.
Ideally, someone who looks at you from a 45 degree
angle should not be able to tell, from the reaction of your
bow arm, release hand and similar indicators after the
shot, at what distance you are currently shooting.

Definitions and Measurements 
There is no universal definition of the precision factor
(PF) in ballistics due to very different distances that
appear in diverse fields such as archery or military aircraft
guns. In principle, however, each such measure is some
ratio between the diameter of the impact area and the
distance to the target. 

For the purpose of target archery the following may
be appropriate and will be used in the tables given below:
A PF equal to 1.0 means the archer is able to hit a target
of diameter 20 cm (say vertical triple target for FITA
Indoor round or the smallest FITA Arrowhead target), at
the distance of 20 m, with all her/his arrows. 

Perhaps you can do better than that and hit a 20 cm
target consistently even from 22 m. In this case your PF
is 20/22 which is approximately 0.9. Or perhaps you
have not yet reached such accuracy and can only place
your arrows in the vertical triple Vegas face from the dis-
tance of 13 meters. Then your PF is 20/13, which is
approximately 1.54. 

These ideas can also be turned around. If you read in
the tables below that PF 1.3 is required for something,

you should be able to hit consistently the FITA indoor
triple face from the distance 20/1.3=15.4 meters, full
FITA indoor face or FITA 30m face from the distance
40/1.3=30.8 m, the yellow zone on FITA 50m target
(which has diameter 16 cm) from the distance
16/1.3=12.3 m or the yellow zone on FITA 60/70/90m
target (which has diameter 24 cm) from the distance
24/1.3=18.5 m. 

Some idea of how to measure your own precision
factor is now perhaps clear to you but I still wish to relate
the way I found this definition suitable. My method of
measuring PF for beginning archers (say, after at least
three months of practice), is the following:
• The archer performs five minutes of fast walking or

even slow running.
• The archer performs 15 minutes of warm up exercises.
• The archer shoots 12 arrows at a blank butt. 
• The archer shoots 6 arrows from the distance of 8

meters at the full FITA 80 cm face.
• From those 6 arrows I judge at approximately what dis-

tance the archer will be able to place her/his arrows
mostly in the yellow (9-10) zone.

• The archer stands at the above estimated distances and
shoots 12 x 3 = 36 arrows at the FITA 80 cm face.

• At the end I measure the diameter of the impact area
with a ruler and compute the PF as explained in the
third paragraph (above).

Needless to say, such a test is never performed in rain
or windy conditions.

Methods from Operations Research 
It is perhaps hard to accept that shooting is connected
with the laws of chance, but even a shooting machine
like a cannon can only improve a precision factor; with-
in the range zone, hits are random. In a similar way,

a r c h e r y  f o c u s
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archers only improve their range of sight motion and exe-
cution of the shot. With practice, you become steadier
on the target and in this manner decrease your potential
PF. On the other hand, many shooters better than me
repeatedly explain on pages of This Magazine that you
should not worry about the small floating of your sight
during the shot, but simply ignore it and try to perform
a flawless release with a consistent followthrough. If you
do that, the situation from an operations research view-
point becomes the same as if a computer were moving a
dot within a circle and some random generator would fix
its position. The crucial factor is how hits are distribut-
ed. 

There are some theoretical reasons suggesting that
independent attempts (which are, in the case of archery,
where the score of the first arrow gives no bonuses when
you must score the second one) will result in what is
called a normal distribution. This distribution has a bell
shape, which is perhaps familiar to you. If you measure
the distance from your hit to the absolute center of the
target, this bell shape means that most of your arrows
will hit approximately at the middle distance, while the
number of hits near the dead center and the number of
maximal misses will be rather low.

The correctness of the normal distribution hypothe-
sis for archery scores must of course be tested by experi-
ments. Observing my targets at practice sessions and
photographing other people’s targets I convinced myself,
but perhaps subsequent research will prove me wrong. In
Photo 1 you can see one of the targets I studied. It comes
from our 2004 indoor championship. Children under 14
in Slovenia do not shoot triple faces, so this 40 cm target
contains 72 hits (including four warm up series) by a 12-
year-old girl who took her target home and permitted me
to take this photo against the window. As you can see,
she was hitting a 24 cm diameter zone from 18 m, which
puts her PF at 1.33 (24 ÷ 18). It is obvious that hits are
not uniformly distributed, i.e. the number of 10, 9, 8, 7,
6 and 5 hits are not equal. In fact, most hits are concen-
trated near the line which divides the 8 and 7 rings and
represents the middle of the impact area. The numbers of
9s and 6s are also bigger than the number of 10s and 5s.
Perhaps after reading this you may be inclined to test
(indoor or in calm weather) the normal distribution
hypothesis at your own practice sessions so that perhaps
some day either this hypothesis will be confirmed or
another true archery distribution can be found.

Using normal distribution one can compute tables of
theoretical expectations in a manner the next example
illustrates. Suppose that an archer’s PF is 0.3 and she/he
shoots a 70 m round. Her or his impact area will be 70
times 0.3 = 21 cm in diameter. Maximal mistake is 10.5
cm (half of 21). The graph of normal distribution prob-
ability for this interval is given in Figure 1. Mistakes of
less than 6 cm represent scores of 10. In Figure 1 they are

plotted in grey. The probability of hitting 10 equals the
area of grey zone that turns out to be 0.666 while the
probability of hitting 9 is 1 - 0.666 = 0.334. Thus, in an

infinite number of tries, the average score per arrow is 10
times 0.666 + 9 times 0.334 that equals 9.666. If we
multiply this by 36 arrows we get the average theoretical
score of 348 points for 70m round.

For those of you who recall you engineering courses
from university, we note that the actual computation of
the above probabilities involves integration of expres-
sions which cannot be done using elementary integration
tables, but there are many classical approximation
numerical methods, power series for example, which give
you 5 correct digits in almost no time.

The Final Tables 
Using the method explained in the previous section, one
can compute full score tables for any modern or tradi-
tional round where circular targets are used, provided all
measures of scoring zones and shooting distances are
known. Below I have computed tables for those rounds
which are regularly shot in Slovenia and described in
FITA classification rules (FITA Star, FITA Target and
Arrowhead badges) and include the FITA round, the
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2x70m round, the Indoor or Vegas round and the
Arrowhead 12+12. The first two tables are clear. The last
one needs some explanation. The Arrowhead 12+12 is a
round in which 12 targets are shot from unknown dis-
tances, so the value of any score table for this round is
questionable. However, I have noticed at our local com-
petitions in the past four years that the scores for the
unmarked and marked halves are rather close for almost
all archers. The reason is probably that the unmarked dis-
tances are much closer than the marked ones, so the pos-
sible lower average scores in the first arrow, due to the
error in distance estimation, at an unmarked target is
promptly corrected with two very good scoring arrows.
For instance, the 40 cm face is shot from distances 20,
25, and 30 meters in the marked round and (typically
rather close to the figures below, but of course depending
on the laid course) 17, 21 and 24 meters in the

unmarked round. Hence it is not surprising that, once
your competition experience and extensive practice turns
you into a good judge of distances, your unmarked scores
are as good as the marked ones. For this reason the last
table was simply computed in such a way that I comput-
ed (see the FITA rule book) the scores at 20 cm target for
10, 15 and 20 m, the scores at 40 cm target for 20, 25
and 30 m, the scores at 60 cm target for 35, 40 and 45
m and the scores at 80 cm target for 50, 55, and 60 m.
The final score was then simply multiplied by 2.

Discussion of the Results
• First we shall answer the motivating question from the

introduction. In order to be realistically able to com-
pete for the FITA 1000 star, you (or your student)
must be able to reach at least PF 1.1/1.2 for

Table of Average Scores for Women in Relation to Their Precision Factors

FITA FITA FITA FITA Full 2x70m M900 M900 M900 Metric
PF 70m 60m 50m 30m FITA round 60m 50m 40m 900 Indoor
1.5 223 245 209 275 952 446 204 222 241 667 414
1.4 233 254 221 283 981 466 211 228 246 685 436
1.3 243 262 232 290 1027 486 219 234 251 704 454
1.2 254 271 240 297 1062 508 226 241 255 722 470
1.1 264 280 254 304 1102 528 233 247 260 740 486
1.0 274 289 266 311 1140 548 241 253 265 759 498
0.9 285 298 277 317 1177 570 248 259 270 777 512
0.8 295 302 288 324 1214 590 255 265 275 795 526
0.7 305 315 296 330 1246 610 263 271 279 813 538
0.6 315 324 310 337 1286 630 270 277 285 832 552
0.5 326 333 322 345 1326 652 277 284 292 853 566
0.4 335 342 333 354 1364 670 285 292 297 874 582
0.3 348 354 345 358 1405 696 295 298 300 893 596
0.2 358 360 358 360 1436 716 300 300 300 900 600

Table of Average Scores for Men in Relation to Their Precision Factors

FITA FITA FITA FITA Full 2x70m M900 M900 M900 Metric
PF 70m 60m 50m 30m FITA round 60m 50m 40m 900 Indoor
1.5 179 223 209 275 886 446 204 222 241 667 414
1.4 192 233 221 283 929 466 211 228 246 685 436
1.3 205 243 232 290 970 486 219 234 251 704 454
1.2 218 254 240 297 1009 508 226 241 255 722 470
1.1 232 264 254 304 1054 528 233 247 260 740 486
1.0 245 274 266 311 1096 548 241 253 265 759 498
0.9 258 285 277 317 1137 570 248 259 270 777 512
0.8 271 295 288 324 1178 590 255 265 275 795 526
0.7 285 305 296 330 1216 610 263 271 279 813 538
0.6 298 315 310 337 1260 630 270 277 285 832 552
0.5 311 326 322 345 1304 652 277 284 292 853 566
0.4 324 335 333 354 1346 670 285 292 297 874 582
0.3 337 348 345 358 1384 696 295 298 300 893 596
0.2 354 358 358 360 1430 716 300 300 300 900 600

Table of Average Scores for Arrowhead 12+12 in Relation to Precision Factor
1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2
198 211 225 238 252 265 279 292 305 319 335 352 358 360
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Introduction
About 15,000 years ago, all around the world, a
wave of almost synchronous invention gave
birth to archery. Blending a knife and a spear
and adding a propellant bow for distance, the
accuracy and range of the bow and arrow made
it the most powerful weapon in the world until
the invention of gunpowder.

Centuries ago, Plato wrote in Laws: “The
techniques of fighting (are) skills which all citi-
zens, male and female, must care to acquire.”
He knew what he was talking about. Originally
people learned archery for
self-defense and acquiring
food; expressing basic
instinctual drives for sur-
vival. Today, few people
use archery for such basic
needs. It instead has
become a “sport,” which
psychologically is a kind
of “biologically adapted
aggression,” where instinctual energies are
transformed into play for pleasure that is appro-
priate with the times.

For millions of years mankind has learned
and developed weapons skills through weapons
sports – shooting, fencing, javelin, martial arts,
etc. At their best, weapons sports have the

potential to build character, self-esteem, maturi-
ty, and self-confidence, perhaps more than
many other popular sports. At their worst, aside
from being used to commit senseless acts of vio-
lence, when performance skills wane weapons
sports can also lead to depression, anxiety, frus-
tration, and self-doubt that poison the fun that
can be had from shooting for sport.

Competition has probably always been a
part of archery since the days when hunters
gathered round the mouth of the cave and shot
arrows at targets to prepare for hunting

wild game or defending
the community from
invaders. 

Today, in addition to
the multitude of local,
regional, state, national
and world archery tour-
naments, there are a
growing number of peo-
ple who are professional

archers who make their living from competing,
getting endorsements, making personal appear-
ances, etc. 

Professional competition in sports is good
for industry sales, pumps money into local
economies, draws new people into the sport and
provides inspiration. Competition can bring
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“Just one selfish, ruthless
person’s actions can set

off a chain reaction that
lowers ethical standards

in a whole group.”

Escalating competition raises the stakes, which can bring out
the best . . . or the worst in us.



out the best in us, and the worst. 
A few people can now make a living as profession-

al archers, but a lot more would like to. The stakes get
higher as the intensity of competition grows, and with
it comes increased pressure. To master competition, it’s
useful to understand some psychological issues
involved.

Competition
Personally, I’ve been a competitive person most of my
life. I played football, golf, and rugby in college. I won
a number of archery trophies in Michigan in the l950s
and 60s. I still dabble in golf matches and I love archery
tournaments, but serious competition in sport is a
thing of the past for me.

Today, as an actor, however, every time I go out on
an audition I’m competing with 5-50 other guys for a
part. I walk into a casting office and see a bunch of guys
my age all dressed the same and after the same part.
Everyone smiles and says “Hello” like you’re the best of
friends – even though you might wish everyone else had
Avian Flu.

Competition stirs the
depths of the soul. It’s not what
you think that matters, but
what you do that counts, so
mastering performance skills –
focus, concentration, mental
attitude and relaxation – are a
big part of becoming a serious competitor.

I’ve also learned about competition from a decade
when I counseled a number of world class professional
and amateur athletes in a variety of sports. Based on
personal and professional experience, I have some
thoughts about competition to share.

Good Competition
In 1975 I produced a large, week long symposium at
the University of Oregon on the ethical and psycholog-
ical aspects of sports. The program included members
of the Professional Track Association, a number of
other professional athletes and psychologists.

During the week, many athletes spoke about the
mental game of sports, including Lee Evans, who in
those days was the fastest man in the world at 400
meters. Evans said that for him competing was like “the
seasoning you put on a good meal to bring out the fla-
vor so you can really enjoy yourself.”

For Evans, a competitive event meant drawing on
all his discipline, focus, knowledge, training, and phys-

ical skills to make him perform at his best. And if he
performed at his best, it was a high regardless of who
won the meet, even though most of the time it was he. 

That’s good, healthy competition; when you use it
to test your limits.

Bad Competition
One client I saw was a member of the U.S. Olympic
Team who was in the top ten in his event in the world.
On his first visit to see me he paced the room for the
entire hour as he was too wired to sit down.

He admitted that he was hooked on amphetamines.
He was so pumped that he had difficulty sleeping, but
as his performance was still high, he kept on taking
them.

He knew that he was taking a huge risk, and so we
focused on trying to get to the root of his need for
chemicals. It finally emerged that he felt that people
would not accept him if he were not winning.

We spent time on getting him to accept himself
unconditionally, winner or not. About that time, he got

injured, which gave him a face-
saving way out. Almost imme-
diately, he went totally clean. I
understand that today he is a
successful coach.

When excessive competi-
tion destroys athletes by using
banned substances or plunging

them into suicidal depression, that’s bad competition. It
can be helped by developing discipline, concentration
and focus, but only when balanced with honest self-
acceptance. A good coach or a counselor should under-
stand this balance as much as an athlete.

Ugly Competition
When I played football at the University of Michigan
we were 10-12 deep at every position. Competition was
fierce. We used to joke about guys who couldn’t beat
you on the field, so they would trip you in the showers. 

Sports tournaments have well-established codes of
conduct, and for good reasons. Under crowded condi-
tions, just one selfish, ruthless person’s actions can set
off a chain reaction that lowers ethical standards in a
whole group. 

Examples of “ugly competition” include cutting
someone’s bowstring, bending someone’s arrows, and
purposefully making distracting noises when someone
else is shooting. Has any of these happened to you? 

People who do such things not only need to be

“People who do such things
not only need to be penal-
ized or thrown out of the
match, they need help.”
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penalized or thrown out of the match, they need help.
They have invested so much of their self-image in being
a star or a celebrity, or “the winner,” that they cannot
allow that inflated self-image to be challenged. Instead
of perfecting themselves, they throw their energy into
defeating their competition.

Psychologically speaking, such people could simply
have a low self-image. They could also be suffering
from histrionic personality disorder, which translates as
a need to always stand out in a crowd, be theatrical,
craving for attention by trying to be more conspicuous
than anyone else, and being very short-tempered about
anything that diminishes that image, including people
who honestly are better at that sport. 

Sports psychology today has developed many tools to
aid performance, but it does not always do enough on
developing self-acceptance. That’s one reason why
drugs are such a problem in professional sports.
Competition can be the spice that makes you reach
your highest performance, but only a few people can

ever become world champions. Developing your skills
to achieve their fullest potential is very rewarding,
whether you win, lose, or draw. It is a path to knowing
yourself and discovering your potential. People who
achieve that are good competitors, win, lose or draw.
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In this article, I tackle the large issue of equipment
purchasing. From beginners to elite archers, every-
one needs the right equipment in order to succeed.
The following is a guide as to what is available to
purchase. I will outline the advantages and disad-
vantages of the most popular Olympic style archery
products available today.

If the archer is just getting starting, and only
wants to try the sport to see if they like it or not,
the best option is to borrow or rent equipment.
Whether this is from the local archery shop, a
coach who provides gear to his/her students, or a
friend who is in the sport, renting or borrowing
equipment is the best way to introduce yourself
or your children into the sport of archery without
spending hundreds of dollars. After the first three
or four archery sessions, most archers are able to
determine their desire to continue the sport. If
the archer feels that archery is a sport she wishes
to pursue, then she will need her own
equipment.

In order to purchase the
correct equipment for you or
someone else, you need to
determine what the archer’s
goals are and how serious their commitment to
the sport is. Another consideration with younger
archers is physical growth. The aforementioned
are the most important questions to ask when
deciding equipment. Nobody wants to buy a
$1000 bow and then realize that less than a year
later he/she has outgrown it. This problem is not
limited to children as adult beginners usually
start at lower poundage than they will shoot later
as they have not fully developed their alignment.
Having too high a draw weight is a serious prob-

lem. Once you have this information available,
you can purchase the most appropriate equip-
ment for the archer.

More advanced archers are more critical of
what equipment they purchase. As your skill level
improves, so too does the desire for improved
equipment. Unfortunately, the archer is the only
piece of equipment that truly matters. Arrows,
limbs, strings, grips, plungers, etc. all help us to
execute our shot, but in today’s market, most any
setup is capable of achieving great scores.

Risers
In very basic terms, the riser is the piece of metal
that holds the limbs together. In today’s market,
there are many choices and price ranges available.
It is always important to keep within one’s bud-
get. Archers need to keep in mind that the fanci-

est, prettiest and most technological-
ly advanced riser does not increase
scores. A broad range of risers is
available from a wide spectrum of

manufacturers. Starting from $100 to
over $700, there are many options available.
Archers should look for the riser that fits

his/her current skill level and commitment best.
Archers who only shoot archery for fun, or are short
on cash will do well purchasing an inexpensive riser.
The main thing to keep in mind when purchasing
a riser is what length bow you want. If the archer is
still growing or has not fully developed his/her
form yet, a 25˝ riser is the most versatile as this pro-
vides the archer with the ability to create a 66˝, 68˝
or 70˝ bow by changing limb lengths.

For more advanced archers, the only differ-
ence in the most commonly used risers today is
the feel of the riser during and after the shot. For
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example, all else being the same, an Aerotec will feel
much different from a Gold Medalist. The feel of the
bow has no effect on the actual shot, but does affect an
archer’s perception of the shot and may affect the archer’s
future comfort. Thus, you should choose your riser based
upon how the bow feels during and after the shot and
aesthetics rather than any hypothetical value of a more
“advanced” riser.

Limbs
Like the riser, limbs are very indi-
vidual pieces of equipment. For
archers who have yet to reach their
peak draw weight, less expensive
limbs are recommended. The prob-
lem with purchasing the most
expensive pair of limbs when the archer is first starting
out is those limbs will probably be quickly outgrown as
the archer’s form develops. Another problem is that peo-
ple will anticipate what their peak poundage will be and
buy those limbs, then find that the bow is too heavy for

them to pull back comfortably. So do yourself a favor and
buy inexpensive limbs that can be comfortably pulled
back at least 200 times during the course of a day. Later
on, as you approach your peak draw weight, limbs that
are more expensive become more practical.

Another consideration when purchasing limbs is
what length limbs to buy. The answer depends on the
draw length of the archer in question. Approximately,

archers with a 27˝ or less draw
length should use a 66” bow,
archers with draw lengths of 28˝-
30˝ should use a 68˝ bow and
archers with longer than 30˝
draw lengths should use a 70˝
bow. Keep in mind that these are
only guidelines. Remember that

a too short bow can be harder to draw and may cause
considerable finger pinch and a too long bow is less effi-
cient. To create a 66˝ bow using a 25˝ riser, short limbs
are required, to create a 68˝ bow use medium limbs, and

Continued on the Next Page
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long limbs make a 70˝ bow. (A 24˝ riser will cre-
ate bows 1˝ shorter and a 23˝ riser will create
bows 2˝ shorter. A 23˝ riser may be fine for a
young archer but offers a cramped sight window
when trying to reach the longer adult distances.)

Most recurve archers want their limbs to be
fast and smooth through the clicker. We want our
limbs to be smooth through the clicker to facili-
tate the continuous motion necessary to get
through the clicker, in order to excel in our sport.
Speed is important too because it lessens the effect
of wind and decreases the angle at which we must
raise the bow in order to shoot at distant targets.
Now that we have a good idea of a good fitting
limb, we can look at what limb manufacturers are
offering and understand the differences in price.

In the lowest price category, there are basic
wood core limbs. These limbs are generally made
from a wood core and fiberglass laminates. The
next step up in price is carbon/wood limbs. These
limbs have carbon layers in addition to the wood
core and fiberglass laminates. The carbon in these
limbs decreases the variability of the limbs (they
are more stable under various conditions of tem-
perature, etc.). Finally, at the top of the food chain
are foam core limbs. These limbs have a foam core
rather than a wood core and as such, they are pur-
ported to be faster, temperature and water proof,
always consistent and do not break down with
age. Some manufacturers offer titanium, ceram-
ics, and other “stuff ” in their limbs. Keep in mind
when purchasing limbs, the highest priced limb is
not necessarily the best for you. Once again, the
only way to tell if you truly want a pair of limbs
over your old pair is to try them out and compare
the two. The basic features that the archer should
look for in limbs are forgiveness, speed, and
smoothness.

Arrows
Arrows are the most important component of any
setup, whether you are at the top or at the bottom
of the archery ladder. For beginners, less costly
arrows should be purchased; such as Easton’s Jazz or
XX75. When choosing shaft length and spine, beginning
archers should choose a shaft length longer than his/her
current draw length and a spine that is one or two sizes
stiffer than what the charts recommend. The reason is that
beginners usually outgrow their arrows through increased
limb poundage and/or increased draw length. By using a

slightly longer and stiffer arrow, the shaft will still
tune due to the longer length of the shaft. In addi-
tion, as the archer grows, the arrow will grow with
him/her. To increase the stiffness of the shaft, just
cut the old shafts shorter until you run out of shaft
or the archer reaches peak draw weight.

For archers who have reached their peak draw
weight and length a more expensive arrow is jus-
tified and in most cases needed for peak perfor-
mance. As Chris Shull once told me, the arrows
are the only piece of equipment where quality
seriously affects your outdoor scores. So which
shaft is best? The answer depends upon your skill
level and preference. Easton’s new Navigators are
a very good shaft for the money if the archer is
shooting good scores and doesn’t want to spend
too much money on shafts. Other shafts to take
into consideration are the Cartel Triples, K&K’s
Angel shafts and Carbon Tech’s new McKinneys
(yet to be released). 

For more demanding archers, Easton A/C/Es
or X10s are the most popular shafts used by top
recurve shooters, and for good reason! The barrel
design of these shafts means that for a given spine
rating, the shaft will be lighter than parallel shafts
such as the Navigators or Triples. In addition, alu-
minum carbon arrows such as the A/C/E and X10
have an aluminum core. As Easton puts it, the
purpose for the aluminum core is that it makes for
straighter arrows and adds strength to the overall
shaft. In addition, components (Points, inserts,
etc.) can be installed flush with the outside diam-
eter of the shaft.

Grip
The grip is a very important part of the bow as
this is the only other area we are actually contact-
ing during the bow after the string is released. For
beginners the standard grip that comes with most
risers is more than sufficient. For more demand-
ing archers, several custom grip makers out there
make very good-looking grips. Grips must fit
tightly in the archer’s hand and not cause any dis-
comfort from long periods of use. Some archers

prefer to use tennis tape to wrap around their grip as the
tape makes the grip “softer” and less prone to slippage
when the palms are sweaty. For archers who like to “do it
yourself,” there are several good articles on grip con-
struction available online through Archery Focus maga-

Continued from Previous Page
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zine.

Tabs
The tab is a very important and very individual
piece of equipment. Important considerations are
hand size and material. Cordovan leather tabs last
much longer than other materials and are consid-
ered “slicker” by many archers. The tab should
cover the entire length of the drawing hand’s fin-
gers. The best way to purchase a tab is to go to
your local shop and try on different tabs to deter-
mine which fits the best. If this is impractical,
glove size (large, medium, small) is generally a
good indicator.

To fit properly, tabs usually must be trimmed.
When trimming the tab, remember to cut only
very thin pieces, as cutting off pieces of leather is
irreversible. The goal is to trim the tab so that the
leather face just covers the fingertips during the
release, as a shorter tab face will result in injury to
one’s fingertips due to the string contacting the tips
of the fingers. In addition, tab faces provide a
smoother surface area than fingertips; which means
a more consistent release as the string will come off
the tab face the same way each time. Again, tabs are
the most individual piece of your equipment so
plan to spend a lot of time and effort getting your
tab just right. And buy them two at a time, use
them both and you will have a reliable backup, in
case something happens to one of them.

Plunger & Arrow Rest
I recommend that archers take care to buy a
plunger of good repute. Brands of plungers that I
recommend are the Cavalier Master Plunger,
Beiter plunger, and the Shibuya plunger. The
Beiter is the most expensive as it has the most fea-
tures such as micro adjustments. As it stands, the
Master Plunger and the Shibuya DX offer the
same performance at much lower prices; just with-
out all the bells and whistles of the Beiter and other
micro-adjust plungers.

Regarding arrow rests, Cavalier, ARE, and Beiter all
make good arrow rests. My suggestion is to purchase a
simple flipper rest that has the lowest possibility of fail-
ure. The reason: you do not want your rest to fail on you
in a competition. In addition, a flipper rest is a flipper
rest; all the features that come with some of the rests
available are unnecessary past the initial setup. That said,
the adjustability of the Cavalier makes changing from an

indoor setup to an outdoor setup (or vice-versa)
easier.

Bowstrings
The string is an often overlooked but important
piece of equipment. Remember to replace your
string whenever it is worn down and to take care
of it. I recommend BCY’s 8125 material to
recurve shooters as I have found this material to
be superior to all others in terms of speed, main-
tenance, and creep. Fast Flite and Angel string
material are also very good choices and I would
not hesitate to recommend or use either one.

Angel is the fastest and lightest string materi-
al out on the market currently. Unfortunately, it is
also the hardest to maintain. Fast Flite is still
widely used even though the newer Dyneema
strings are faster and stronger. D-75 is made from
the same material as 8125. As far as serving goes,
Angel ASB is the best center serving I have used
to date. BCY’s Halo is a great center serving and
so is Brownell’s new Crown serving. As for strand
count, the answer depend on your nock size.

Stabilizers
The stabilizer is a very personal piece of equip-
ment. Much has been written about them and I
will not delve too deeply here. There are three
types of stabilizers available: multi rod, straight
rod, and fluid filled rods. In general, the straight
rods are the lightest and are considered the worst
at absorbing vibration. Fluid/foam filled rods are
generally the heaviest, yet are regarded as very
good at vibration absorption. Multi rod stabilizers
are constructed of more than one rod of carbon.
These stabilizers are in general heavier than their
straight rod counterparts are, but are much better
at absorbing vibration. The only way to decide
which stabilizer is for you is to try various stabi-
lizers out and decide for yourself.

As for how long the stabilizer should be, again this is
personal preference. Archers need to keep in mind that a
quarter of the weight at twice the distance has the same
stabilization properties. In addition, half the weight at
twice the distance has the same effect on balance. 

Sights
A sight is not as important as the above pieces of equip-
ment, as long as it keeps the aperture in the same location
each time, it is doing its job perfectly. Sights to stay away

Continued from Page 26
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from are sights that are not mounted on a threaded screw
or utilize worm gear, as these sights tend to rattle loose;
even with light poundage bows. Great sights for the
money are the W&W, Shibuya Dual Click Standard,
Cartel Medalist, and the RNS Quadro. Much more
expensive are the Sure Loc Quest-X, Copper Johns ANTS,
Shibuya Carbon & Carbon Xtreme, and the Shibuya
Ultima. Which sight you use does not matter so much as
long as the aperture does not move in between shots.

As for the aperture you use, the answer depends
upon personal preference and aiming style. The only way
to find out which style of aperture you like is to bor-
row/purchase several different sizes and types of aper-
tures to find out which one works best with your shoot-
ing style.

Clicker
When buying a clicker the considerations are the archer’s
skill level and the archer’s growth potential. If the archer is
growing or has not fully developed his/her form yet, a
sight-mounted clicker such as the Cavalier is helpful. I rec-
ommend this because archers will easily be able to make
large adjustments to his/her draw length. For more
advanced archers with more firmly established draw
lengths, Beiter, W&W, and Cartel make inexpensive click-
ers that mount directly to the riser. Cavalier also makes a
riser-mounted clicker that utilizes a magnet. The advan-
tage of this type of clicker is that if the archer shoots
through the clicker, the score of his/her arrow will be
impacted less. My personal opinion on clickers is that riser
mounted clickers facilitate the “feel” of the click as the
clicker contacts the clicker plate. This is desired as archers
want to feel the click rather than just hear it. In addition,
riser-mounted clickers enable archers to use a shorter
(therefore lighter) arrow than a sight mounted clicker.

I sincerely hope this guide helps you the next time you
find yourself in the market for archery equipment!

Leighton Tyau is a
Level 2 coach and president
of HNL Archery Strings.
He began archery 13 years
ago and hopes to make it to
the USAT as well as to pur-
sue his coaching career.
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A strong argument can be made that the majority of
the improvements in archery in the last X years are
based more on the development of new materials
that on the development of new designs. (Boy, I’m
going to get letters from engineers about that one!)
This certainly is the case in bowstring materials as
the design of the continuous loop bowstring hasn’t
changed in decades.

I had a chance at the 2005 Vegas shoot to meet
with the folks from Angel Co., Ltd., including Mr.
Yukio Tamura, Angel’s president. He was
quite excited about their new string materi-
als.

Angel’s New String Material
Angel has been long known for making
one of the best recurve strings around.
Their strings tend to be very light and
very fast. They haven’t made much of a
splash in the compound world, but I
think their new Majesty serving material
will change that. Let’s look, though, at the
string material first. This is the material
called ASB Majesty. Their specifications
show improvements accross the board in
elongation, strength, and elasticity.
Elongation must be kept minimal or
string strech requires constant adjust-
ments to brace height or wheel timing.
Strength is somewhat overrated as a mea-
sure of a material becasue virtually all
bowstring materials are strong enough to
withstand the stresses put upon them,
even if half or a quarter as many strands
were used to make a string. The number

of strands made into a string is determined by
knock fit more than anything else.

Elasticity, on the other hand, is vitally impor-
tant. Kevlar bowstrings were all the rage for a
while, until it was noticed that its almost com-
plete lack of elasticity resulted in many broken
bowstrings and even damaged limbs. At the other
end of the range, too much elasticity is not good
for performance. Beginner’s bowstrings tend to
be made of Dacron for the reason that the mate-
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rial is quite elastic, which saves wear and tear on the bows
and archers while the beginners are learning how to get
off a good shot. (Well, and it is cheaper, too.)

Angel may be a victim of its own success as they were
sitting at, or near the top, of the bowstring pantheon as
it was. Still, the Majesty material is impressive. Mr.
Tamura took a bow and braced it with a Majesty string.
He burnished it with a swatch of leather and, voila, a per-
fectly round bowstring. Then, Mr. Tamura added, “no
wax.” No, wax? I asked. “Then what is holding that
string together?” Mr. Tamura just smiled. (As a scientist,
I deplore proprietary information. As a businessman, I
understand completely.) I repeated the experiment
myself (see the photos) with essentially the same results. (A
small amount of material came off on the leather swatch
I used, but it looked and felt more like colorant than
wax.) On the other hand, I have BCY and Brownell
material bowstrings that behave similarly, so I asked,
“How many shots to break in this string?” Mr. Tamura
held up five fingers and smiled again. Having shot
dozens and dozens of arrows to break in a new string, I
was more than a little incredulous. But the bowstring an
Angel technician made for me seemed fixed after about

six shots, certainly after ten. Cool.
All in all maybe only an archery geek, like me, would

get excited about a new bowstring material, but I think
everyone is going to be excited about the Majesty Serving
material.

Angel’s New Serving Material
I am not going to be coy, here. Angel has figured out a
way to fuse the better properties of braided and monofil-
ament servings. (I asked how they did it. Same smile.)
They have combined monofilament and Dyneema with a
thermally-bonded resin. (That resin can’t require much
more baking than in an Easy Bake Oven because all of
these materials melt at relatively low temperatures.) The
result is a serving material that stays round and, because
it holds it’s shape, bites into the underlying string mate-
rial, keeping it from slipping. This means there is little-
to-no separation of end servings on the tighter radii of
compound excentrics or separated center servings.

The material feels different, for sure. It lays down on
the string easily and makes a tighly wrapped serving. The
material I had (200 denier) was tried as both end and

Continued on the Next Page



center servings with good results. As a
center serving it definitely lets you get
off the string. It is quite slippery.
Angel claims that it resists wear and
holds its shape, consequently nock fit
doesn’t change over time. Conse-
quences of loose nocks are well
known, and for compound archers,
nock fit often affects peep rotation
and we all can tell you what a prob-
lem it is when a peep doesn’t rotate
correctly during competition.

The Results
I am not an elite archer, but Roger
Hoyle won at Redding this last May
with Majesty strings and cables and Mike Gerard has
commented favorably on them. (Mike was holding his
compound bow at the time but, with him, you can never
know when he will take the wheels off.) I asked Roger to
comment on the Majesty materials; you can read his

comments in the box below.
I have neither the time nor the

equipment to shoot strings to
destruction, but I fully expect them to
live up to expectations and those
expectations are very high.

If you are in the market for string
materials and looking for another
edge, you can’t go wrong checking out
the Majesty materials from Angel.

Steve Ruis is Editor of This Magazine.
When you brace a Majesty String and stroke
it a few times with a swatch of leather, you
get a perfectly round bow string. When the
bow is unbraced, the string relaxes and the
strands separate (above). A waxed string
doesn’t do this; the wax kepts the strands
from separating.
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After using Majesty in Redding in the pouring rain
and seeing how little my sight marks moved, com-
pared to other archers, I am sold on the stuff. Over
the nine months I’ve been using Majesty, I have used
it in a variety of conditions; hot and cold outdoors as
well as indoors and even in the rain. Throughout all
this my strings still look great with no maintenance
(waxing & conditioning). 

With a comparable finished string diameter to
the strings I was using prior, I have found a few fps
increase in speed. In my opinion, every little bit of
speed gained is a benefit for whatever type of shoot-
ing you are doing. I have found 20 strands of Majesty
with .025 Majesty center serving to provide a perfect
nock fit for nocks with a groove of .098.

In my opinion, the most impressive part of
Majesty is the serving material. Handling the serving
you will notice right away that it holds its round
shape much better than any other serving I have
found. I have been using Majesty serving for both end
servings and center servings. The serving material is
available in two diameters, .020 and .025. I am most

impressed with the serving when used as a center
serving. Majesty serving does not flatten out like
other servings when nocked over and over with
arrows. I firmly believe this to be a huge accuracy
advantage by providing a positive nocking location as
well as more consistent nock fit. I have also noticed
that peep rotation is extremely consistent and I
believe this to be because of the end servings and cen-
ter serving maintaining its shape. I have experienced
no fuzzing, fraying, broken fibers or anything on any
of my servings, even the servings that are constantly
contacting cam grooves on Nitrous, TruArc, and Fury
cams on my Martin bows.

Angel Majesty is very good at resisting stretch or
more accurately elongation or creep, but I’m finding
I still experience slightly more movement than with a
blended (Vectran/Dyneema) material. I do believe
Majesty to be a very stable string and forgiving to the
shooter. It has a pleasant look, feel, and sound to it.

Roger Hoyle

Roger Hoyle Comments on Angel’s Majesty String Materials
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Solange Khoury-Biraben
Special Featu

re

The Feathered Archer
There is a place on earth where you can “be one”
with 10th Century archers, in a vivid experience
where you are enveloped by a silent presence of
native archers through their art. In Argentina,
paintings of the Comechingones indians, can be
found. They give testimony of
extinct animals, tribal ritu-
als, and the arrival of the
Spanish Conquistadores in
the 16th Century.

Pictography is the proper
term for any painting on a
“rock canvas.” Pictographs
found in Cerro Colorado,
have red, white, and black
as the main colors. The pig-
ments where obtained by
pulverizing minerals with
mortar and pestle. These
powders then mixed with
animal fat from hunted
game. The mortars where
carved into the rock bed,
right at the foot of the
painting.

Many designs show the
“puntillismo” technique.
They painted using the fin-
gers tips. Fine examples are
the jaguar, the snake, and
the shaman. More specifi-
cally, the feathered archer is
the leitmotif of the approxi-
mately 35,000 paintings. It
is the only place on the
planet to see this special
design. It shows an elabo-
rate head piece reaching
down to the heels, with bow
and arrows in hands. It is
amazing how the feathers

give you the impression of arrows, both of which
are representations of power and force.

Anthropologists throughout the world have
recognized a profound ritual significance in the
different representations of the feathered archer.
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They include hunting groups, fighting groups to defend
against the invading conquerors, and others (usually in
small numbers) with the company of a shaman. Some
archers show “prolongations” going upwards from the
feathers, which have come to represent a connection with
a higher power. As archers, you can probably understand
that feeling of a unique energy when shooting arrows.

It is also worth mentioning the condor pictogra-
phies, identical to those found in Baja California, far
away in the Northern hemisphere. There are also many
representations of the sun, in a still bright red.
Geometrical designs make up 16% of the entire group of
paintings and their meaning remains a
puzzle, scattered in more than 100
places. You will also find Quitilipi in
the paintings, a mythical 30-inch tall

owl, whose sighting has been claimed by today’s inhabi-
tants of the region.

Quebrada Norte, Desmonte, Cerro Colorado, Inti
Huasi, and Veladero are the names of the hills where you
will find pictographies in hollows, crevices, murals and
“aleros” (projecting edges). These reddish hills nestle the
town of Cerro Colorado. 

As an archer, I highly recommend traveling to Argentina
for this exceptional experience and the opportunity to
witness remarkable ancient art. I am still very impressed
by the experience and eager to share more pictures

The Spanish introduced the horse into the
Americas, unfortunately with conquest in mind.

The feathered archer seems to have
had a profound ritual significance in
its various representations.



and/or information. You can contact me at
kbsolange@yahoo.com.

My thanks to Gini for helping with the translation!

Solange Khoury-Biraben lives in Chicago. She was instruct-
ed in archery by Ruben Dario “Tito” Rodriguez, President of the
Asociaci’on Argentina de Tiradores con Arco, affiliated to the
International Field Archery Association.

Continued from Page 19

men/women. The above tables perhaps suggest 1.2/1.3
as being enough, but be reminded that they are valid
under ideal conditions which at such long rounds as
the FITA (144 arrows) never seem to materialize. For
this reason, 0.1 better PF is suggested. In more con-
crete terms, I claim that you should start studying arti-
cles about preparing yourself for FITA rounds, buying
better arrows, improving your cardio fitness and stami-
na (it is a long round; you will see) and so on, when
you are able to hit the yellow zone of the FITA 80 cm
target from the distance of 13.5 (women) or 14.5
(men) meters with each and every shot after your
warm-up is finished and be able to repeat this for quite
a few days in a row.

• For men it might be slightly simpler to obtain the first
(white) FITA Target classification with 500 points at
70m round than the (white) FITA 1000 Star. 

• The Metric 900 round, which, in my country at least,
is considered as a beginner’s round, is unfortunately
not very suitable for FITA Target badges, especially for
women. The white badge norm is now set at 750
points, which requires much greater precision than
500 points at 70m round. It almost seems that the cur-
rent FITA rulebook is in this detail (norms for classifi-
cation badges) more guided by the love for round fig-
ures than objective facts. It also seems that nobody
took the trouble and couple of hours to perform the

trivial calculations explained in this article.
• On the other hand it seems the committee for FITA

arrowhead badges took its task very seriously and went
into such computations because their figures—198,
228, 258, 288 for men and 193, 211, 241, 271 for
women—correspond rather well, especially if we take
into account that, even at known distances, one must
judge distance correction due to angled shoots, with
900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 scores for FITA round. It is
therefore easier to obtain the first (green) arrowhead
badge than the FITA 1000 Star, so if you can practice
uphill and downhill shots this can be your first com-
petitive challenge. You should be able to hit the yellow
zone of the FITA 80 cm target from 11 meters first,
however.

Using the above tables you
can also browse some compe-
tition results and see how
your friends or club members
are doing. 

Have fun!
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Borut Zalar lives in Gabrovka,
Slovenia. He is on the Civil
Engineering Faculty of the
University of Maribor.
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The ego or self-consciousness is the ultimate self-
destruct switch of the archer. It will always lead to
defeat in one form or another.

Whoa, Grasshopper, those are fighting
words!

Only if my statement has bruised your fragile
ego. If it has, then I have succeeded in seizing the
advantage you just opened up to me. I have found
your soft spot and now I am free to exploit it any
way I wish. 

In the world of unarmed combat, a wise fight-
er is always trying to exploit the ego of his opponent.
When the ego of the opponent is damaged, he will
lose control and the ability to stay focused on the task
at hand. Survival. Even if the opponent is a more
skilled fighter, he will lose.

So, you are saying if I show my ego, my self conscious,
you will beat me?
Yes, I will. It may not be at this exact moment or
place but sooner or later I will get you. You see,
the human ego is very fragile. It is like a fine
translucent porcelain mask that we wear to pro-
ject the image we want others to accept as who we
are. It is a very thin disguise and easy to break.
For some reason human
beings feel the need to hide
our true selves from, not
only other people, but
from ourselves. The real
tragedy is that every
human being is so much

more than our limited ego will let us express. It is
like trying to tread water with a boat anchor tied
around your neck. You may be able to keep your
head above water, but it will not last long.
Eventually, your ego will drown you in a puddle
of your own making.

What do I do about this ego problem as you see it,
Grasshopper?
The first thing is to lose the attitude.

Let’s use an archery tournament, for example.
If you have been promoting yourself as the next
National Champion and you have yet to shoot
the competitive scores needed to hold that title,
you are already programmed for self-defeat. You
are a threat only to yourself, not the current
National Champion. By making those state-
ments, your ego will have to live up to your
mouth. It is the fool who chatters while the wise
man listens. The wise competitor will work dili-
gently, train productively, and prepare meticu-
lously to win the national championship. His
hard work and dedication speak for him. He will
be prepared not only to win the title but to hold
it honorably. 

Americans have a
strange affinity to egotistic
ventures. As a culture we
tend to reward the shame-
less self-promoter and
grandiose idiot who puts
on a loud flashy show butR
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John Vetterli

The Ego–
The Great Equalizer

Lessons from the Martial Arts

“The ego or self-con-
sciousness is the 

ultimate self-destruct
switch of the archer.”
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has no substance to back it up. All
you have to do is watch the
evening news sports highlights
and you will see this. The million-
aire athlete crybaby who just can’t
live on the minimum league
salary. It is expensive when your ego dictates that you
need a 15 room mansion, three Ferraris, and a Hummer
just so you can get by in life. 

If you can lose the attitude, you will be open and
able to focus yourself and express yourself in a manner
that is respectful, honorable, and true to yourself.

The ego is the great roadblock to acceptance. It is the ego
that barricades your mind from accepting new things
and ideas. How could you ever know how sweet an
orange is if your ego is telling you “You don’t want that.
How would it look if you just peeled that right here and
ate it. You eat only cabbage because all successful people
eat only cabbage.” This example is really exaggerated, I
know, but that is exactly how the ego works. It is the
same when you are working with a coach. If your coach
wants you to change the position of your feet on the
shooting line to improve your string to chest clearance
your initial reaction may be “I’ve been doing it this way
for eight years and it has worked fine.” Your ego just
rejected the coach’s observation that you may have put
on a few pounds and now string clearance is an issue
when eight years ago it was not.

The Ego and Winning
What is the difference between a winner and a champi-
on? The winner is victorious over his competitors. The
champion is victorious over himself first, then his com-
petitors. This is the difference between partial and com-
plete victory. Partial victory has a very short reward life.
Complete victory will change you forever.

A winner pumps his arms, shouts loudly, and turns
his back on the competitor who just lost the gold medal
by two points. The Champion turns to face his competi-
tor, respectfully thanks him for the honor of competi-
tion. Then he is free to make a fool out of himself. (You
may feel the need to feed the ego monster a little when
you find yourself in this situation.). As my sword teach-
er Harris Sensei once said: “if you are going to be a mav-
erick, you had better be truly exceptional at whatever you
are doing or no one is going to put up with your crap.”

Can the ego be used as a tool?
Have you ever heard the saying “any tool can be the right

tool?” In spite of that saying, I
have not seen anyone, in my limit-
ed experience, who has the degree
of control needed to effectively use
their ego as a productive tool for
success. I believe that most of us

confuse self-confidence with ego. It takes a lot of confi-
dence to win an Olympic medal. To the casual observer
it probably appears that the athlete is egotistic and arro-
gant. What they are really witnessing is that the athlete
has complete trust in his preparation prior to the gold
medal match. They truly believe that they are the right
person at the right time and place to win. All of his train-
ing, mental preparation, and spiritual connection with
their true and honest self are in balance. Just think how
you would feel if you knew one of these elements was out
of whack. A typical response is “look at that arrogant
jerk.” What has happened is that you are trying to use
your ego to compensate for the holes in your own prepa-
ration. Instead of focusing inward you are projecting
your ego outward. You just defeated yourself. Your oppo-
nent did not have to do anything but focus on his own
game. I guess any tool can be the right tool. 

If you want to use a 10 lb. sledgehammer to build a
hummingbird house, go ahead. 

I think I’ll use the tack hammer to build mine.
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John Vetterli lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah where he is a professional
Firefighter. He is married and has a
daughter. His martial arts history
began in 1984 with Osaka Sensei in
the karate form of Wado Ryu (the way
of peace or harmony). Osaka Sensei instilled in him the desire to
always know why we do things not how. He began the study of
Eishin Ryu Iaido (the art of the Japanese sword) in 1998. The
study of morals, ethics, philosophy, and Japanese culture were as
important as learning to wield the sword. He currently holds the
rank of black belt in Eishin Ryu from the All Japan Kendo/Iaido
Federation. He came into competitive archery in 2001 and has
been competing nationally since 2002. He currently holds a NAA
level 2 instructor certification and is actively pursuing his Level 3
certification.

“I have not seen anyone
who has the degree of

control needed to 
effectively use their ego

as a productive tool 
for success.”



Editor’s Note In the very early days of Archery
Focus, we had an “archery on the internet” column.
I have been wanting to get that column back up
and running again for several years now with no
luck. So what’s an editor to do? Impose upon his
friends, of course! After much beseeching Steve Ross
has promised to keep you up on some of the myriad
resources available to archers on the internet. Enjoy!

It has been about a year since I last reviewed
archery message boards and, oh, have times
changed! My favorite site at that time, “Archery
Information Network,” sadly no longer exists.
But the good news is that new sites have come
along to more than fill the void. With each issue
of AFm I’m going to review a few sites that I
think are worth your time in checking out. This
month, the focus is on archery message or dis-
cussion boards. Message boards are a gathering
place for the exchange of ideas. Many of the
world’s top-ranked archers and coaches post their
views on message boards. Some message boards
run informal leagues, others have areas for classi-
fied ads and all have the potential to help your
archery game and make you a more knowledge-
able archer.

www. ArcheryTalk.com
ArcheryTalk is the largest and busiest archery
message board on the Internet. ArcheryTalk
divides its discussion areas into specific cate-
gories. Some of these are Bowhunting, FITA,
Traditional, and five areas for buying and selling
archery tackle. A word of warning, however:
posting a question can bring a flood of varied
opinions, some of which may confuse a new-
comer to the sport. 

www.Archery-Forum.com
While it has fewer members and much less daily
traffic than ArcheryTalk I feel Archery-Forum
has a generally higher level of serious technical
content. The site is based in Australia and has a
relaxed feeling of camaraderie among the mem-
bers. Most of them are Aussies and know each
other quite well. A significant contributor to this
site is Jim Park, who is very knowledgeable and
helpful to both recurve and compound archers.
Check out the “Mastering Archery” and “Archery
Psychology” sections. Nearly every archer will
learn something from these discussions.

The Bowyer’s Den, www.bowstick.com
The Bowyer’s Den is part of a larger site called
Bowstick.com. As you might guess, this site is
dedicated to traditional archery. The Bowyer’s
Den is a message board filled with bow making
tips and even something called “The Bow of the
Month.” If you love traditional archery, check
this site out. 

Steve

If you have questions regarding things internetish,
please email me at steve@archeryfocus.com and
we will try to address them in future columns. Ed.
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A Bi-Monthly Look at The Archery Scene on The Web

//Message Boards

Steve Ross



Since the official language of FITA is French, as well as English, this brings at least a bilingual flair to the sport of archery, whose roots lie lost in
layer after layer of history world-wide. Archery truly is a world-wide endeavor of competition and survival. Along with this world-wide flair of the
game comes its natural ‘vocabulary’ of many, many languages, each with their own unique blends of history and ethnicity. 

In this, the second puzzle in a series of linguistic puzzles, the emphasis will be on Asian archery terms with emphasis on Japanese, since the
Japanese style of archery has been coming to fore-front in recent years. 

It is my intent to provide readers world-wide the opportunity to use their problem-solving skills, love of the game of archery, and their basic
language skills to solve a series of puzzles involving the use of English clues with foreign language responses. At the same time, I hope that it also
broadens the horizons and stimulates curiosity among our readers to investigate further into the sport of kings. I further hope you enjoy learning ,
among other things, the words for parts of the targets, bow, and arrows in the Asian languages and culture.
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There are numerous methods that can be used to prepare for
outdoor field or target rounds. The most common method in
use is to practice the course, arrow after arrow, trying to shoot
as close to a perfect score as possible, mostly under ideal con-
ditions. Many of these shooters simply increase their bow’s
poundage to a certain point and then spend a little time tun-
ing and sighting in. Little thought is given to the nuances
and differences in personal technique that can and will neg-
atively affect field or target scores.

This article deals with outdoor tournament prepara-
tion, those little things that can and will translate into some
added points to your scores. It will predominantly deal with
practice techniques to prepare for competition in all terrains
and weather. Some items will be repeated from my first two
articles (one indoor, one outdoor) simply because they are
considered critical and deserve the added emphasis.

Your Footing
Most shooters claim that they practice for field tourna-
ments “like they would shoot a tournament.” Most
shooters don’t really practice what they preach. Here are
some tips to help you rid yourself of some of the often
overlooked aspects of outdoor shooting that eat away at
your potential to achieve higher scores when under less-
than-ideal conditions.
1.Shoes

Tennis shoes might be fine on a flat, target-style
course. In fact, it seems that many shooters wear open-
toed sandals or tennis shoes to shoot these events.
Then, under the hot sun on the shooting line, they
find their balance point has changed and their feet get
tired and sore. Their scores suffer as a result. The type
of shoes you wear impacts your shooting when it

comes to longer rounds shot outdoors. With the
exception of 3-D venues, most outdoor rounds range
from 60 arrows for an International Round to 144
arrows for a full FITA round. You would be wise to
select a  comfortable shoe that cushions your feet and
provides a forward balance so that you are not shoot-
ing on your heels and putting strain on your calves
and upper legs. When shooting a field or 3-D course
on uneven terrain or muddy conditions, tennis shoes
are not the way to go. A good ankle supporting hik-
ing boot or walking shoe is much better. One other bit
of advice—I’ve found over the years that it is best not
to wear the same shoes going to and from a tourna-
ment. The change of foot gear provides a welcome
relief to those tired and warm feet, especially after the
round is done! A change of socks doesn’t hurt either.
Your body, mind, and feet will thank you for it!

2.Uneven Footing
It is a matter of fact that, sooner or later, you will have
uneven footing on any field or 3-D course you shoot.
Some courses are worse than others. So, what can you
do to prepare for this if your course isn’t set up with
any targets with uneven or sloped footing? How can
you train to handle the situations of toes pointing
uphill, toes pointing downhill, front foot way below
back foot, front foot way above back foot, or otherwise
being forced to move weight to the front foot or back
foot or having to bend one knee or the other to get
comfortable? I will tell you that if you haven’t proac-
tively practiced the above techniques, your score and
attitude are going to suffer when you do run up
against them. I have seen many competitors “per-
forming construction” at national tournaments by lit-

Proactive 
Outdoor Preparation

—Footing, the “Bubble,” the Wind

Part 2 of 3



erally digging out behind the shooting stake for a firm front
foot plant. This does work, but before long, you find yourself
adapting to someone else’s preferred footing instead of your
own and having to make even more changes. If you haven’t
practiced the techniques, you have no other alternative. The
solution is very simple, and only involves a little ingenuity and
a piece of 5/8  ̋or 3/4  ̋plywood about two feet square (or less),
and a couple of pieces of 2x4s or 4x4s. You can then practice
your footing in any direction you want on any target on your
course. Simply place one end of the plywood on the ground,
and then, by using the 2x4s or the 4x4s at varying distances
from the opposite end, change the elevation angle and, voila,
an instant “hill.” Put your front foot on the ground and your
back foot on the plywood to simulate a lower front foot stance
in varying degrees. Reverse this and simulate your back foot
being lower than your front foot. Move the plywood and stand
on it with toes pointing uphill or downhill to simulate toes up
and toes down to any angle you choose. While it won’t provide
you with the body angle of having the target above or below
you, this simulation will, on flat ground, provide you with
much needed information of how you are affected by this
change in your normal footing, and how far it throws you off
and in which direction. You must learn this and practice it, and
then learn how the uphill and downhill change in bow arm
angle will affect you when coupled with the footing problem.
One repetition from a previous article about footing—once
you have established comfortable footing, never move your feet
between shots at the same shooting position. This is even more
critical for field shooting than it is for indoors or target shoot-
ing.

3.Uphill, Downhill, and Side-Hill Targets
With the advent of Palm computers, clinometers, “cut-charts,”
and now angle compensating rangefinders, uphill and down-
hill corrections for angle are much easier than they were in the
past. However, any shooter who depends completely on these
instruments for giving them the “answers” to shooting uphill
and downhill, without practicing, is in for a big disappoint-
ment. There are no guarantees that the computer will solve the
entire problem for you. Here are some tips on hill shooting:
a. Draw Length If any of you have seen the video “Straight Talk

from the Pros,” and really listened to what was said over and
over again, the one thing that comes through loud and clear
is the importance of draw length. In a nutshell, “draw length
is the most critical aspect of accurate and consistent shoot-
ing.” Most people today are shooting too long of a draw
length, and many by two inches or more! It is well known
by most good field and target shooters that in order to shoot
consistently on any roving field course, your draw length
must be set nearly perfectly. It is better to be slightly short
than too long. Most people don’t notice their long draw
length on level ground, but give them a target that is steep-
er than a few degrees up or down or on a side-hill, and the
problems really start for them. While they might get by with
one shot in one of those situations, it is next to impossible
for them to get by with all four shots consistently enough to

score well. Many blame the uphill and downhill for their
woes when, in reality, a simple draw length adjustment
would gain them a lot of points.

b. Reading the Targets Never think that you will always “cut” the
yardage on downhill shots and “add” to the yardage on
uphill shots. If the angle uphill is steep enough, you can have
many situations where you must deduct yardage on the tar-
get, or you will shoot right out the top of the spot or possi-
bly even miss the target entirely! It is a good practice to
always “read” the target with your binoculars when you get
to the shooting stake. Look for tell-tale signs concerning how
previous shooters have been hitting this target. Often times,
if you know your equipment and impact points, this read-
ing of the tendencies of the targets will save you many points
over the course of the round. Just because a target “looks”
only to be uphill doesn’t mean that it necessarily “shoots”
that way. There are loads of other variables, including one
that people are never really quite sure of—the yardage mark-
ers being slightly or occasionally measured incorrectly.

Some uphill and/or downhill targets not only shoot for an
“add” or a “cut,” but, for some reason, they also tend to shoot
a little left or right. If you don’t ‘read’ the target for that, even
proper execution will probably not net you the 5-ring hit. In
addition, if you haven’t practiced and/or don’t know your ten-
dencies for footing on those types of shots, you are not in a
good position to figure out just what to do.

c. Side-hill Shooting Much like uphill and downhill shooting,
side-hill footing can be practiced on any target by using the
incline board previously described. The actual shooting of a
side-hill target involves more than just the leaning into or away
from the slope of the hill and pre-loading the bubble, but if you
know your footing changes and how they affect you, you are
much better prepared to handle the other issues.
1.Pre-loading the Bubble Another important item is the “pre-

loading” of the bow’s bubble into the hill before you come
to full draw. If you don’t do this pre-loading, then chances
are your shot will impact on the downhill side of the bull’s
eye and low due to the tendency to fall down the hill with
your shot. If you level up the bubble first, like you normally
do on level ground, then you have already unloaded the bow
to the downhill side. I would recommend that, after reading
the target to see all those holes on the down hill side, and to
check for the high and low impacts, that you pre-load a ‘full
bubble” into the hill, and when you reach anchor, then level
up the bubble and shoot a strong shot. More often than not,
unless you shoot a weak shot or didn’t pre-load the bow into
the hill, your windage should be right on. This will work
whether your toes are pointed uphill or downhill. However,
a word of caution: you need to know your tendencies with
regards to the toe up or toe down footing change! This
might force you to ‘give’ a little bubble to compensate, and
this comes from that “p” word—Practice.

d.Practicing those “Cuts” and “Adds” Practicing “cuts” and “adds”
is also quite simple for a person to do. What I’ve found to be
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the most successful thing to do is to take the time and quit
practicing “dead on” sight settings occasionally and to find out
what a ‘click’, or a half-yard, or a full yard actually does to my
impact point. In other words, where does my equipment shoot
if I intentionally set the sight off the sight setting for that
yardage? This is a critical thing to know on any target when
field shooting. Cut chart or no cut chart, if those arrow holes
already there are telling you a story, then you’d better know
how that affects you and don’t worry about the other guys in
your group. Do those holes agree with that cut chart or not? If
you haven’t practiced by mis-setting your sight so that you
know your impact points from a mis-set sight, then you are
again left wondering what to do. And doubt breeds more miss-
es and lost points.

The Bubble
You have probably noticed that I have only briefly mentioned the
notorious bubble in talking about pre-loading the shot for those
side hill shots. That was by design, because “bubble technique” is
hotly debated as to how and how not and when and when not
to “bubble” a shot. While indoors, the bubble isn’t normally con-
sidered much of a factor in shooting perfect 300s, but I think you
will find that it is a factor for many shooters in shooting high X-
counts indoors. Bubbling indoors is something rarely discussed at
all. However, outdoors is another story. If you cannot hold your
bubble centered up and you cannot “control” how you bubble
up, then you are in for some trying times on just about any field
course!
1.Get Your Bubble Leveled Up in All Sight Axes There are many

different methods of leveling up the bubble, and I won’t go into
them. I’ve tried several of them over the years, and must admit
that for me, there isn’t one that works any better than another.
Whichever method you choose to use, then make sure you are
consistent with it, and check the bubble leveling often. Sights
are notorious when it comes to their bubble leveling changing
or moving around. They are not locked forever, nor do they
necessarily stay in the scope solidly either.

2.Practice “Bubbling” on Targets Under Level and Calm
Conditions. Again, most shooters practice round after round
with everything peachy keen and under ideal conditions.
Then, when the chips are down and those ideal conditions
change, they are ill-prepared to handle the change and become
lost in the quagmire. 
a. How to Practice Bubbling Just like intentionally shooting

with your sight set to the wrong yardage to learn the impact
point from that, you should also practice under level and
calm conditions so that you learn how much left and right
your impact point moves if you give it 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 or a full
bubble in either direction. This is extremely important
information when you couple it with your learned tenden-
cies for toe up or toe down or side hill shooting. Practice
“bubbling” at all yardages so that you know the effect it has
on your impact point. This will be another useful tool in
your arsenal, believe me. I’ve seen so many shooters more tal-
ented than me who simply could not figure out how much

bubble to give or quite what to do because things just weren’t
like they had practiced over and over. The end result is that
I placed higher than they did because I was prepared and
simply knew myself, my equipment, and shooting tech-
niques better than they did.

b. Natural Cant If you are one of those shooters who has a “nat-
ural cant” built into your form, then that is fine, but you
need to make sure that it is set right and that the bubble is
set to that natural cant in all axes. I know some shooters who
spend the time to level everything up perfectly and then
either knock the top of their sight bar out of level either to
the left or right, depending upon their natural tendency to
cant their bow! They know what they are doing, and know
how to re-set their windage for it and carry on.

c. Fourth Axis Recently, there has been much discussion con-
cerning the fourth axis and a new device for setting it proper-
ly. If you do change your sight extension during a round or
from indoors to field to target or FITA, then I highly recom-
mend that you make sure that the 4th axis is properly aligned.
I, for one, do not change sight extensions, so I do not set the
4th axis or bother with it. 

The Wind
Oh, yes, I always save the best for last! The nemesis of many a fine
shooter—shooting in the wind. Let me dispense with the “p”
word here and get to the point. As far along as you are in this arti-
cle, you already know I’m going to say, “Take the time to practice
in the wind any chance that you get.” If you don’t practice in it,
then how can you ever expect to shoot well in it? So there, I’ve
said it and now on to techniques and the good stuff.
1.Techniques There is constant debate concerning whether to

“bubble it” in the wind or to aim off center when shooting in
the wind. There are many successful shooters out there that do
either, but I think you will find that there are more successful
shooters out there that choose when and where to do either or
both.
a. “Bubbling” to Shoot in The Wind. The rule of thumb when

bubbling in the wind is to cant the top limb into the wind.
The question is how much bubble to give it. This is simple,
if you have practiced bubbling in the calm and level and
know how far your impact point moves left or right based
upon how much bubble you give the shot! If you haven’t
practiced in the calm, then you are clueless when the wind
is already blowing.

The technique involves aiming dead center on the
bull’s-eye, canting the top limb into the wind to a certain
amount of “bubble,” and shooting a strong, controlled shot.
This technique is very effective, even in moderate wind con-
ditions. The key is to not get flustered or upset and to accept
the fact that your bow arm is going to move a little and that
you are going to miss some shots. Those who accept this and
shoot strong shots are those who will score the best.

b. Aiming Off the Target Based Upon the Drift of the Arrow
Many shooters choose to use this method because they
haven’t learned or don’t necessarily accept the bubbling
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methodology. Others use the aiming off technique when the
wind is blowing hard. Once you have determined how bad
the drift is and if it is consistent, then aiming off isn’t all bad
either. Often times, the wind is so bad that you don’t have
enough “bubble” to cover the wind, so you are forced to
shoot with the aiming off technique. Yes, I’ll say it once
more. If you haven’t practiced the aiming off technique, then
you are going to have serious problems when using it in the
wind.

2.Words of Caution for Both Techniques 
a. You need to make sure which side the wind is blowing from, not

only at the shooting line but at the target as well. The wind can
be blowing from multiple directions and often is!

b. You also need to pay close attention to which way the wind is
pushing your bow arm. If it is pushing your bow arm away
from your release arm, then expect the release (especially a
back tension model) to be going off more quickly and expect
also (for a right handed shooter) a slight push to the left for
your impact point. This can affect how much “bubble” you
give the shot. If the wind is pushing your bow arm towards
your release arm, then you will get a ‘softer’ shot and the
release will take a little longer to fire. You have to know how
to compensate for this as well. Practicing in the wind is a
must. Keeping a solid bow arm followthrough is also imper-
ative. You won’t get away with a sloppy bow arm in the
wind, but it is amazing how many well-shot arrows go into
the center, even when you thought you were pushed out of
the Bull’s-eye by the wind.

c. The “aiming off technique” should be used with caution. This
is because all this time you have been shooting with your
sight centered up on the bull’s-eye, right? Well, now, all of a
sudden you are aiming off-center. So, your subconscious
mind gets short circuited and now tells you that something
is out of line. The first thing you do is, just as the shot breaks,
you jerk the bow over to center, and tend to throw the arrow
out the opposite side! I’ve seen this happen often, and when
I’ve used the aiming off technique this is my most notorious
tendency. I don’t do this with the bubble technique, so I use
the bubble whenever possible to keep my mind squared up.
Of course, there is always the possibility and probability that
sometimes the amount of wind lets up or changes so you
miss anyway. Well, that is part of wind shooting and why,
when shooting in the wind, you are going to miss some
shots.

2.When to draw your bow. You will see most shooters wait to start
their draw cycle until the wind is dying down (they listen for it
or watch the flags or whatever). In my opinion, I think this
causes more problems than it solves. In my experience and
watching many fine wind shooters, most will wait until the
wind peaks and then draw their bows to anchor. By the time
they’ve settled into anchor and moved towards the bull’s-eye,
the wind is dying off and they get more time to get off a solid
shot. I’ve had much more success waiting for the peak to start
drawing my bow and then settling in. It seems I have fewer let-
downs and have better control of my shot.

3.Shooting directly into the wind or with the wind. If the wind is
blowing at you or away from you, you can expect changes in
the height of your impact point, similar to shooting uphill or
downhill. Also, be aware that if the wind is blowing into your
face, your eyes will get watery, and you might even have the
sensation of a teary-eyed strain on your eye behind the peep
sight. This is because the wind will funnel right through it onto
your eyeball. Also, be prepared for dust and grime if you wear
contact lenses.

What I have discussed in this article are some key elements of
proactive preparation for the outdoor season. Special attention to
these and, of course, other details can help to improve your scor-
ing simply because you have taken the time to gain knowledge
about yourself, and your personal tendencies under unfavorable
conditions, and practiced for when those situations occur. You
must make yourself as consistent and foolproof as you possibly
can. There are other methods not mentioned, and not all the
methods above may be new to you. But, if you don’t try some-
thing, you will never know what works for you. What I have out-
lined above does work for me and has worked for many other
shooters. These are the little things that are often overlooked or
skipped that are the real score robbers. Once you are at the mid-
dle-to-top level in your skills, the difference may well be an item
listed above.

I could also pick apart the above article and expand on near-
ly every section. It is my hope to bring together some of the finer
points of outdoor shooting that are not commonly discussed nor
commonly practiced by most shooters.

We constantly hear that practice doesn’t make perfect, but
perfect practice does make perfect. In my opinion, improved field
shooting requires imperfect practice; that is, practicing for the
imperfect items that are going to show up during tournaments so
that you know how each affects you personally and what and
how much you have to do to correct for your tendencies under
those less than perfect conditions we all crave and work for so
much.

I have intentionally left out shooting in the rain, shooting in vary-
ing lighting conditions, and practice regimens for field shooting
outdoors, as these will be covered in my next article. 
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